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E6_B5_B72009_c34_633803.htm Location:Yuyuan Garden, located

in the southern part of Shanghai, is a famous classic garden. It is

characteristic of the architectural style of the Ming dynasty.History:1.

Pan Yunduan, once an official of Sichuan Province, there is another

saying that he was a treasurer, had the garden built to please his

parents. The garden’s name “Yu” means “Pleasing one’s

parents”.2. The construction started in 1559 but went on and off for

lack of money and did not complete until twenty-eight years later.3.

Some businessmen bought it at a low price and later make it the City

God Temple’s West Garden. During the Opium War and the

Taiping Revolution, it was occupied and experienced a lot of

disasters, so it lost much of its former grandeur. After the liberation

of Shanghai, the people’s government makes many renovations to

Yuyuan Garden and it opened to public at last in 1987 with a totally

new look.Main spots:Before entering:There is a beautiful lotus pond.

Across the pond is a bridge with a pavilion in the middle which is

called the Mid-Lake Pavilion. It was rebuilt in 1784 and was

converted into a teahouse 80 years ago. The old teahouse is one of

the most famous in Shanghai, and was visited by Queen Elizabeth II

and Bill Clinton among others.By the teahouse is a nine zigzag

bridge. Don’t miss the Mid-Lake Pavilion Teahouse next to the

entrance of the Yuyuan Gardens and now one of the most famous

teahouses in China, visited by Queen Elizabeth II and Bill Clinton



among others.Six scenery area:One: The Huge Rockery scenic

area.Zigzag bridge:A zigzag bridge is one method for garden

building.It slows down visitors’ pace so that they may enjoy the

scenery leisurely and it also enables them to have a different view

whenever they make a turn.Why nine zigzag? It is because “nine”

is the biggest digit before ten and is a lucky number.On special

occasions such as the Lantern Festival, which falls on the 15th of

January of the lunar calendar, celebrations are held in the vicinity,

giving rise to much hustle and bustle.It was a private garden in the

southeast of Shanghai, with a history of more than 400 years. The

Garden features more than 30 halls and pavilions such as Spring Hall,

Chamber for Gathering the Rain and Pavilion for Viewing Frolicking

Fish. They look out on pools filled with multicolored carp and lotus,

artificial but climbable mountains, a Grand Rockery, dragon-shaped

walls and winding corridors.The owner of the garden, Yunduan Pan,

once a treasurer of Sichuan Province in the Ming Dynasty, had the

garden built after the imperial type in Beijing to please his parents in

their old age. Hence the name of the garden "Yu", which means

"pleasing ones parents". The construction started in 1559 but went

on and off for lack of money and did not come to completion till

twenty years later. Unfortunately, Pans father did not live to see the

garden completed. Whats more, the Pans went down the drain and

his descendents were eager to sell the garden. Some businessmen

soon bought it at a low price. Then, it was incorporated into the City

God Temple to become its "West Garden", and alter turned into

many trade gild offices. In the mid-1800s the Society of Small Swords



used the Garden as a gathering place for meetings. It was here that

they planned their uprising with the Taiping revolutioners against the

French colonialists. The French destroyed the Garden during the

first Opium War. So, the garden experienced repeated calamities in

its history and lost much of its former grandeur. But the area was later

rebuilt and renovated.Yu Garden is divided into six parts with many

scenic spots: Three Corn-Ear Hall and Grand Rockery. Happy Fish

Waterside Pavilion and Chamber of Ten Thousand Flowers. Spring

Hall and Hall of Mildness. Scenery Gathering Tower, Toasting

Pavilion and Nine-lion Study. Exquisite Jade Stone and the Inner

Garden.Each part of Yu Garden is separated by a white brick wall,

the top of which are decorated with dragons. Each part of the park,

although divided, has a balance and harmony creating a unity of

expression. Yu Garden is a piece of Shanghai past, one of the few old

sights left in the city. Everyday at least 10,000 people visit the garden.

No wonder people say "Those who came to Shanghai but missed Yu

Garden and the City God Temple Bazaar can not claim that they

have been to the city." Open Hour: daily 9:00 a.m. -- 5:30

p.m.Address: 218 Anren Street, Old CityBusline: No. 64, No. 24,

No. 11, No. 926Three Corn-Ear Hall and Grand RockeryLets begin

our virtual tour. Before entering the garden, you will see a beautiful

lotus pond. Across the pond is a bridge with a pavilion in the middle.

The mid-lake pavilion was rebuilt in 1784 and converted into a

teahouse 80 years ago. One of the best in Shanghai, the teahouse is a

popular place for the elderly people, who enjoy chatting with each

other over a cup of tea. Under the teahouse is a nine-zigzag bridge.



The Bridge is an indispensable part of a Chinese garden. It divides up

the water space. A zigzag bridge slows down visitors pace so that they

may enjoy the scenery leisurely and it also enables them to see a

different view whenever they make a turn. But why nine zigzags? It is

because "nine" is the biggest digit before ten and is, therefore, a lucky

number. On special occasions such as the lantern festival, which falls

on the 15th of January of the lunar calendar, celebrations used to be

held in the vicinity, giving rise to much hustle and bustle. Yu Yuan

Garden is a small one, only covering an area of 2 hectares but it

strikes one as quite large because of its zigzag layout. This is the Three

Corn-Ear Hall, the largest and tallest hall in the garden. Called the

"Hall of Happiness and Longevity" at first, it was a place where the

host entertained his guests and held banquets. There are three

plaques in the hall - "Mountains and Forests in the City" on top,

"Ling Tai Jin Shi" in the middle and "Three-Ear Corn Hall" at the

bottom. The top plaque expresses Mr. Pans love for landscape. As

Shanghai lies in a flat country with no mountains or forests around,

he built the garden with plenty of trees and plants and rockeries,

hoping to bring the beauties into it. The two words "Ling Tai" on the

middle plaque refers to the high terrace, where the King of Zhou

Dynasty offered sacrifices to his ancestors. The hall was also a place

for the gentry to explain and study the imperial edicts. After the hall

was turned into an office for the rice and bean businessmen, the

name was changed into "Three Corn-Ear Hall", reflecting the wishes

of businessmen for a rich harvest. For the same reason, there are

crops and fruits carved on the doors of the hall. Yu Yuan Garden



boasts many lattice windows, which are found in the corridors and

on the walls. They were covered by paper of foil of shells 400 years

ago instead of glas as they are now. Built with a mixture of clay, lime

and alum, each of them presents a different design. On the windows

near the Three Corn-Ear Hall are designs of pine, crane and lingzhi

herb, which symbolize fortune, wealth, longevity and happiness.

Behind the Three Corn-Ear Hall stands the Yangshan Hall (Hall for

Viewing the Mountain) built in 1866. Opposite the Yangshan Hall is

a beautiful rockery hill which is called Grand Rockery. Designed by

Chang Nanyang, a famous landscape architect, it is a rarity in

southern China. While sipping tea with your friends in the hall as the

owner did, you can enjoy the rockery hill in front. As is described by

the words on the plaque in the hall "High Mountain Ridges", the

12-metre high rockery hill, dumped with 2,000 tons of rocks, is

noted for its steep cliffs and hidden, winding paths. It is no

exaggeration to say that the rockery hill is the crystallization of the

wisdom and creativeness of the working people as to move the rocks

from 200-kilometre-away Wukang in Zhejiang province alone was

no easy job at all. What is more amazing is that the rocks were stuck

together by cooked glutinous rice mixed with alum and lime, for at

that time cement was not available. Visitors feel as if they were on real

mountain ridges once they ascend the rockery covered by trees and

flowers and with streams flowing down the slopes into the pond

below. The pavilion on the hilltop, the highest point in Shanghai 400

years ago, commanded an excellent view of the Huang Pu River

dotted by sails and masts. Hence the name "Pavilion for Viewing the



River". Behind the rockery is a wall topped with a dragon, called the

reclining dragon. There are five dragon walls in the garden, dividing

it into six different scenic sections. Above the Yangshan Hall is the

"Rain Rolling Tower" with its name derived from the Tang Dynasty

poet Wang Bos poem. A verse of it reads "At dusk the pearl-curtain

rolls up the rain drifting from Western Hill." It is true that on the four

sides of the hall there used to be pearl-curtains, which gave off a kind

of rain-like sound against the wind. While enjoying, in the hall, the

excellent views of the rockery and pond full of lotus blossoms and

goldfish, visitors seem to hear the sound of rain, thus feeling carried

away by the poetic surrounding with mountains in the rain. In Yu

Yuan Garden there are many brick carvings, dating back to the Qing

Dynasty, 300 years ago. Here are two of them. The one on the left is

called "Plum Wives and Crane Sons". They are carved on the bricks

fired in the kiln. The legend connected with the carving describes Lin

Heqing, a poet in the Song Dynasty 1000 years ago. Mr. Lin loved

plum and crane as he did his wife and son. Hence the saying "Plum

Wives and Crane sons". Though a great poet, Lin Heqing fell out of

favour. Disappointed, he lived in seclusion in a country cottage on

the Gushan Hill in Hangzhou. During the twenty years of his stay

there, he did nothing other than planting plum trees and raising a

crane. Every year, when the plums bloomed he simply stayed at

home and enjoyed the sight of the plum blossoms. That was why he

was able to write a number of beautiful poems in praise of plum trees,

which have ever since been greatly admired and recited by people.

His crane Wuno was also a great help to him. When occasionally, his



friends called on him and found him out, his crane would fly around.

Seeing the crane, he got the message and would return home

immediately to receive his guests. The death of its master made the

crane so sad that it stood in front of his tomb day after day, crying

until it died. The crane was buried not far from Lins tomb. By the

side of Wunos tomb, a pavilion, the Crane Pavilion, was built in

memory of the faithful and loyal wading bird. Perhaps, Mr. Pan used

this brick carving to ex[press his idea that he and Mr. Lin were in the

same boat. The brick carving on the right describes someone who

came out first in the military examinations at three levels. Now let us

go to the next section: Happy Fish Waterside Pavilion and Chamber

of Ten Thousand Flowers.Happy Fish Waterside Pavilion, Chamber
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